
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

1. Warm the milk in the container and add in the measured vinegar but 

ensure the milk does not boil 

2. Turn off the heat as lumps begin to form in the mixture but continue 

stirring for a minute. Place the balloon inside the box and make sure the 

opening of the balloon is set outside the box, through the hole 

3. Let the mixture cool and using a sieve, filter the solid lumps from the liquid.  

4. Wearing gloves, wash the lumps and mould them into a shape of your 

desire before leaving it on a towel to dry 

5. Once it has set, you will have made plastic!  

Plastic is used extensively in everyday life from headphones to computers to bottles! It has 

been able to mould society in many ways to make life both easier and safer. Unfortunately, it 

     has also left its mark on both the environment and specifically human health. 

 

Plastics are traditionally derived from crude oil, which is a non-renewable fossil fuel.  This is done 

through a distillation process whereby the heavy crude oil is separated into lighter groups called fractions. 

Each fraction is dependent on its hydrocarbon chain, which differs in size and structure. Specifically for plastics, 

naphtha is fractioned and is crucial for processes such as polymerisation and polycondensation. But, this production process 

emits harmful atmospheric pollutants such as greenhouse gases, which contributes to global warming. It is the role of chemical engineers to 

both extra extract and separate crude oil into its useful fractions.  

Additionally, chemical engineers ensure the fractions extracted are altered to suit the specific product through the addition of chemicals, 

which give way to unique properties. These chemicals, when disposed of, can contribute to poisoning of land, water and animals if ingested.  

Landfill sites are also increasingly becoming untenable and creates a visual, smell, noise and gas pollution.  

Equipment 

• Pint of whole milk 

• 20 ml of white vinegar 

• Water 

• Protective gloves 

• Cotton tea towel 

• Saucepan 

• Bunsen burner 

• Gauze, tri-pod and heating mat 

• Stirrer 

• Sieve  

Why does this occur? Could this be done with different types of milk such as soya milk or different acids such as lemon juice? (Using lemon 

juice with vinegar is how we make paneer cheese.) What are the properties of this plastic? Could this plastic be recycled? 

Plastics are made from long polymer chains which are heated and moulded into relevant structures. In this particular              

experiment, the long chain represented the milk protein and this is precipitated out as it reacts with the vinegar, which is a 

weak acid. As this plastic is organic, it will decompose and poses no harm to the environment, but is it a viable alternative 

to crude oil?  

Despite research and the government plans of increasing plastics recycling, plastics are becoming an ever growing 

       problem in landfill sites and the ever reducing availability of raw materials such as crude oil. Chemical engineers are 

    tasked with the job of finding alternatives methods of manufacturing plastics that do not harm the environment 

                  and do not use crude oil. The challenge is finding a viable alternative that has all the properties of 

       plastic and more. Additionally, chemical engineers are undergoing research to find a viable 

             and environmentally safe way of decomposing plastics already in landfill sites.  

We are going to be making plastic using milk, understand why this happens and decide if this is a viable alternative to crude oil. 


